The electricity grid of today

The electricity grid of tomorrow?

DOE Work on the Intersection of the Bulk Power
and Distribution Grids

“The Status of Transmission and Distribution System
Intersections: A Grid Revolution”
National Council on Electricity Policy Annual Meeting
Denver, CO
May 8, 2018
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National Council a Forerunner on this Subject
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Growing Distribution-Level Impacts on Bulk Power
Grid – Here’s One of Many
“Think about a world 10-20 years from now where 20 percent of our
resource base is distributed energy resources and we're trying to
operate that essentially through the internet. And think about a denial of
service [cyber] attack that knocks out the underlying capability of us
being able to see those resources. That to me [who has bulk power grid
reliability responsibility] feels the same as having a pipeline out of
commission.”
- Gordon van Welie, president and CEO of ISO New England
Source: E&E News, Oct. 30, 2017
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DOE Offices Funding Work with Bulk Power/Distribution
Grid Aspect
•

•

Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy (EERE)
•

Solar Energy Technology Office

•

Vehicle Technologies Office

•

Buildings Technologies Office

DOE Office of Electricity Delivery & Energy Reliability
(OE)
•

Advanced Grid R&D Division

•

Transmission Permitting and Technical Assistance Division

•

Office of Science

•

ARPA-E

•

Multi-DOE Offices: Grid Modernization Initiative
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EERE Solar Energy Technology Office
The systems integration subprogram focuses
on five research areas to enable seamless
integration of solar energy onto a modernized
electric grid:
Planning and Operation – Understanding the impacts of
increasing penetration of solar energy on grid reliability
and power quality and addressing the variability of solar
generation and two-way power flows.

Solar + X – Developing best practices for interconnecting
and integrating solar with energy storage and synergistic
distributed energy resource technologies to achieve
higher asset and utilization and value.
Power Electronics – Researching power electronic
technologies such as smart photovoltaic inverters for
flexible power flow control.
Sensing and Communication – Enhancing situational
awareness of solar generation at the grid edge using
advanced information, communication, and data analytic
technologies.
Codes and Standards – Informing the standardization of
interconnection, interoperability, and cybersecurity for
photovoltaics and other distributed energy resource
systems.
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EERE Vehicle Technologies Office

studies:

•
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“Assessing

EERE Building Technologies Office (BTO)
Developing a Grid-interactive Efficient Buildings (GEB) Strategy which recognizes:
•

Buildings are underutilized as flexible, dispatchable electric system resources

•

GEB is the intersection of energy efficiency and “smart” and “connected” technologies;
“connected” = connected via communications & serving as a responsive resource

Focus Areas:
Cyber-Physical
Systems to
enhance the
ability of
buildings to
interact with the
grid and respond
to grid conditions

Modeling to
support design,
planning and
valuation

ComponentBased
Technologies to
improve demand
responsiveness

Systems
Integration to
validate GEB
technologies and
verify benefits

BTO will leverage GMI/GMLC investments for broader impact
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Connected Neighborhoods

Image courtesy of Alabama Power

Smart Neighborhood
• Outside Birmingham, AL
• 62 homes connected to
community microgrid (solar,
battery storage, natural gas)
• 35% more efficient homes
(compared to standard AL new
home)
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This first of-its-kind transactive
residential microgrid in the
Southeastern United States is a
partnership between Southern
Company (Alabama Power,
Georgia Power), DOE, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory,
Electric Power Research
Institute, Vivint, Carrier, and
Rheem.

The neighborhood’s intelligent
technology communicates with
each home’s heating, air
conditioning, and water-heating
system to determine the best
way to provide energy.

Clean Energy and Transactive Campus
This regional partnership seeks
to improve efficiency and
comfort in buildings, make the
grid more reliable, and enhance
integration with the grid at the
regional scale. This is the first
behind-the-meter implementation
of transactive energy at this
scale, involving multiple
buildings and devices.
Image courtesy of Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

Transactive Campus R&D
•
•

Coordinate building energy loads
Integrate distributed energy
resources
Use modeling and simulation for
new transactive strategies to
balance power grid operation with
building’s distribution system

•
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This project is a partnership
between Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory, DOE, the
University of Washing,
Washington State University,
Case Western Reserve
University, the University of
Toledo, and the NASA Glenn
Research Center.

OE Advanced Grid R&D Division

•

Using data from distribution “microPMU” sensors with alreadydeployed bulk power PMU sensor network that watches real-time
bulk power

•

Advanced grid modeling program has a range of funded work to
develop next generation algorithms and models that better integrate
bulk power and distribution grids. Adoption in commercially available
operations and planning modeling software is goal.

•

“Transactive energy systems”
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OE Advanced Grid R&D Division
Transactive Grid Systems: Addressing the Need for Grid Flexibility from
Distributed Assets
The Problem:
Grid’s generation mix rapidly shifting from entirely
dispatchable to significantly variable and stochastic
Operating it reliability and affordability will require vastly
increased amounts of operational flexibility.

The Opportunity:
To provide flexibility at reasonable cost, much of it is
expected from distributed energy resources (DERs):
flexible loads, electrical & thermal storage, smart
inverters, electric vehicle chargers, etc.

The Challenge:
How can we coordinate DERs to provide grid services when they are neither owned nor
controlled by the power grid operator?
How can we ensure DERs provide the predictable, smooth, stable response required?
Transactive grid systems coordinate DERs through transparent, competitive means
Real-time transactions provide feedback required to close the “control” loop
Achieves global optimization (T&D) consistent with, and driven by, selfish
local optimization embodied in agents that manage DERs on the customers
behalf
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OE Transmission Permitting and
[States] Technical Assistance Division
•

Funds meetings of state
electricity officials like
today

•

Funds studies to inform
technical assistance to
states
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•

New Study: Unpacking
the Disconnect Between
Wholesale and Retail
Rates

•

Impact of VERs on Bulk
Power System Assets,
Pricing, and Costs

The Grid Modernization Initiative (GMI):
Coordination Across Multiple DOE Offices

An aggressive five-year grid
modernization strategy and focus
for the Department that includes:
• Coordination and alignment of
the existing base activities
among Offices
• An integrated Multi-Year
Program Plan
• New activities to fill major
gaps in existing base
• Development of a laboratory
consortium with core specific
abilities and regional outreach

NE

Other
DOE?
OE
OP
FE

SC
S1

EERE

Institutional
Stakeholders

CFO

ARPA-E

Technology
Stakeholders

June 11, 2018
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Grid Modernization Lab Calls--Two Rounds
Working across the country with the Grid Modernization Lab Consortium (GLMC)

•$251M multi-year
• 150+ partners
•13 national laboratories • 95 projects
34 projects have a bulk power/distribution grid aspect

11/7/2016
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Examples of GMLC Projects with Bulk
Power/Distribution Grid Aspect

GMLC Projects with Bulk Power/Distribution Grid Aspect
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GRID ARCHITECTURE

System Operations,
Power Flow, and Control

► Working on the

application of system
architecture, network
theory, and related
disciplines to the entire
grid.
► Principles and guidelines
to grid architecture with
scenarios, prioritization,
and reference models
► Stakeholder driven:
common shared terms
with EPRI, SGIP, and
others
June 11, 2018
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Grid Services and Technologies
Valuation Framework Development
Research focus: Develop a valuation framework that will
allow electricity-sector stakeholders to conduct, interpret,
and compare valuation studies of existing and emerging
grid services and technologies with high levels of
consistency, transparency, repeatability, and extensibility.
Key Activities
This project will create a generalized framework for the
evaluation of value from grid technologies and services,
develop a common language for valuation for recording
assumptions, methods, and results, and compile test
cases of frameworks.
Benefits
This project will create a common language used for grid
services and technologies and a tested framework to
guide stakeholders and DOE, with the ultimate goal of
developing a visionary, systematic, and transparent
approach to valuation.

Partners
NARUC

4/18/2017
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Impacts of DER on Transmission
Systems
The Distribution/Transmission interface

John J. Miller, P.E., Randy Berry
Power Systems Consultants - PSC

Part of a broader training course

Distribution Systems and Planning Training
for Midwest Public Utility Commissions, Jan. 16-17, 2018

June 11, 2018
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Summary of Impacts on
Transmission System
► DER negative impacts on Transmission can be mitigated,

and DER support for Transmission can be gained by:
◼ System planning changes to combine T&D models
◼ Holistic system planning process
◼ Coordination between D operations and T operations
● Improved grid utilization during normal and abnormal
system conditions
► DER impacts on Transmission offer:
◼ Opportunity to introduce new market products
◼ Opportunity to introduce improved operating practices
► Reliability, Security, Safety, and Durability must remain

primary focus

Future Electric Utility Regulation Reports
Modeled after similar pro-con
DOE reports during 1990s
restructuring debate

A series of reports featuring differing opinions on major current and near-future electricity policy
issues that are not settled.
The electric sector in the United States is seeing significant changes resulting in new challenges for
regulators and other officials that have no easy answers. These reports take a unique point-counterpoint
approach to highlight different views on the future of electric utility regulation. Better informed may lead to
better decisions.
Completed topics:
1. Electric Industry Structure and Regulatory Responses in a Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) Future
2. Distribution Systems in a High DER Future: Planning, Market Design, Operation and Oversight
3. Performance-Based Regulation in a High DER Future
4. Distribution System Pricing with Distributed Energy Resources
5. Recovery of Utility Fixed Costs: Utility, Consumer, Environmental and Economist Perspectives
6. The Future of Electricity Resource Planning
7. The Future of Centrally Organized Electricity Markets
8. Regulatory Incentives and Disincentives for Utility Investments in Grid Modernization
9. Value-Added Electricity Services: New Roles for Utilities and Third-Party Providers.
10. Forthcoming: The Future of Transportation Electrification: Utility, Competitive Market and Consumer
Perspectives
https://emp.lbl.gov/projects/feur
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Appendix
Listing of 34 GMLC Projects with Bulk
Power/Distribution Grid Aspect

GMLC Projects with Bulk Power/Distribution Grid Aspect -1
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GMLC Projects with Bulk Power/Distribution Grid Aspect - 2
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GMLC Projects with Bulk Power/Distribution Grid Aspect - 3
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GMLC Projects with Bulk Power/Distribution Grid Aspect - 3
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GMLC Projects with Bulk Power/Distribution Grid Aspect - 4
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GMLC Projects with Bulk Power/Distribution Grid Aspect - 5
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GMLC Projects with Bulk Power/Distribution Grid Aspect - 6

Total of 34 projects
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